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ABSTRACT 

The decays of a heavy lepton involving the hadronic vector current are cal- 

culated from electron-positron annihilation data. The result, 

I’(?- - vr + (2n pions)-) = 1.69 I’(T--+ vr + e-Fe) for Mr = 1.9 GeV and mv = 0, 
7 

and its implications are discussed. 
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L Introduction 

Over the past few years evidence has been accumulating from electron- 

positron annihilation experiments for a class of events with low multiplicity and 

charged leptons among the final particles. The properties of these events, as 

measured in several independent experiments, are such that only a small fraction 

could originate from the production and weak semileptonic decay of charmed 

hadrons. The only surviving single explanation for these events is that they are 

due to the pair production and subsequent weak decay of a new charged heavy 

lepton. l-9 

Such a lepton, called T , 9 might be expected to couple to a neutrino, v 7’ via 

the charged weak current. If this is the same charged weak current as that 

responsible for the leptonic and semileptonic decays of the “ordinary” particles, 

we must expect the decays 7 vTe-F e’ T-d VT/iv 
CL 

and T - vT -t (hadrons)-. 

This last decay, if pictured as occurring by production of a light, quark pair 

which then dress themselves as hadrons, is naively expected (because of three 

colors) to occur at three times the rate of 7-4 vTe? or T--+ v e TP-Q 

These decays, 7-4 vT + (hadrons)-, are of considerable interest; for, not 

only does one want to know for theoretical reasons if the naively calculated rate 

agrees with the observed sum over the physical hadronic channels, but also 

experimentally these modes and their detailed properties serve to clarify the 

existence and nature of the T and of its couplings. 

A number of individual modes (like T -4 vT n-) can be calculated from other 

known quantities (the pion decay constant). The Cabibbo allowed decays through 

the hadronic vector current may be related to the total cross section for e’e- 

annihilation into hadrons through the isovector electromagnetic current. In the 
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past, several calculations of 7 VT + (hadrons)- have been made combining 

known couplings to a few channels with estimates of others. 10, 11,12 

In this paper we recalculate the decays through the hadronic vector current. 

We do this because previous partial calculations plus estimates can now be re- 

placed by a direct integration of colliding beam data over the entire energy 

range relevant to T decay. In the next section we recall the relevant formulas 

for r(T=- VT + (hadrons)-) through the hadronic vector current and show how 

the ratio of three charged prong to one charged prong decays can be calculated. 

Then in Section III we present the detailed input and output of the calculation 

%+XXIming various masses for T and vT. Section IV is a discussion of our results 

and their comparison with present experimental information. 

II. Heavy Lepton Decay Rates Via the IIadronic Vector Current 

The formula for the decay rate for 7-e vTe-Fe or vTp-r , assuming the 
iJ 

charged current has a V f A form and is of universal strength at the 7-vT vertex, 

is 
G2M5 

r(T--c v7e-Fe) = 
7 

192x3 
. (1) 

Here G = 1.02 x 10m5/Mi is the weak coupling constant, and MT, the mass of 

the T , is experimentally 1.9 f 0.1 GeV. 3’ *’ ’ We have assumed that all the final 

leptons may be taken as massless. With a massive neutrino the decay rate 

becomes 
G2M5 

r(T-+ VTe-re) = --+ F(A) 
192 7r 

Pa) 
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with 
F(A) = l-8A2+ 8A6 - A8 - 12A4knA2 , (2W 

and A = mv 
7 

/MT. The experimental upper bound on the neutrino mass, my , 
7 

is 0.6 GeV. 3~ 8s g 

The corresponding decay rate for T---C vT -t (hadrons)-, proceeding through 

the action of the strangeness non-changing hadronic vector current, is straight- 

forward to calculate:” 

r(T - I.J~ + (hadrons)-) = 

G2 c0s2ec 
M2 (1) 

s 
7 

dQ2 (M; -Q2)2 (M,? + 2Q2) 
a,+,-(Q2) 

= 
96n3M 3 0 

7 
Opt (Q2) ’ 

(3) 

(1) where cosec is the cosine of the Cabibbo angle, ae+e- (Q2) is the electron- 

positron cross section to annihilate into hadrons with total isospin one at 

E2 cm = Q2, and cPt (Q2) = 47ra2/3Q2 is the cross section for e+e--+ p+p’. The 

extension to the case of massive neutrinos is 

r(T - vT + (hadrons)-) = 

= + Q4-2mv2 Mf-2mf Q2-2MfQ2 
7 7 1 l/2 

(4) 

X 
u (;’ -(Q2) 

e e -2Q4-2mv4 Mf + rnf Q2+ MfQ2 
7 7 1 opt (Q2) 

which reduces to Eq. (3) when my = 0. 
7 

The term involving the strangeness changing vector current which we have 

neglected is expected to be of order tan2ec = 0.05 relative to that which we are 

calculating. Furthermore, its main contribution, through T---C vT + K* (890)-, 
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may be calculated separately, as we will do in Section IV. For the range of 

integration in Eq. (3) or (4) of interest to us, purely multipion states very much 

dominate the final state hadron channels in electron-positron annihilation. The 

annihilation cross section into final states with total isospin one involves only 

those channels with even numbers of pions. 

The rn channel must be w+r - in electron-positron annihilation and 

VT + ?y”r- in T- decay, and so it results in a single charged prong for the final 

T- decay products. The four pion channel must be either 27r’2n- or n+n-27r” 

in colliding beams 13 and vT + n+2n -r ’ or vT + n -3n ’ in T - decay. The four 

pion states in colliding beams and T- decay are total 1s = 0 and -1 states, 

respectively, of the same total I = 1 state. This fact allows us to derive IL4 a 

relation between the populations of the two charge states of four pions in colliding 

beams and the two charge states of four pions in T- decay. For any invariant 

mass, Q, of the four pion system it is: 

dI’(T-4 vT + a+2n-s”) u e+e-- 7r+n-2n 0 

= l-t-2 . 
dI?(‘r--c VT + 7r- 371.~0) a(e+e- - 27r+27r-) 

(5) 

Thus the proportion of four charged pions out of all four pion final states in col- 

liding beams tells us the proportion of three charged prong decays for 

T - vT + (47r)-. The relative number of three charged prong to one charged 

prong decays arising from T - vT -t 2n and T - vT + 47i, which is of some 

interest experimentally, then can be settled completely from electron-positron 

annihilation data. 
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ILL Experimental Input and Results 

As input to Eq. (4) we need data on electron-positron annihilation into 

r+7r -, 271+27r-, 7r+7r-2*O,. . . in the center-of-mass energy range from thres- 

hold to M7 . For this purpose we have taken cross section data from experi- 

ments done at Orsay, 15,18,19 Novosibirsk, 16 and Frascati. 17,20 Our method 

has been to use what we considered to be the best data on a particular process 

in a given energy range. We have not made a statistical average of all available - 

data. On occasion we have interpolated experimental data points to get a cross 

section at a desired energy. Our specific choice of data is as follows: 

+- + - 
A. ee-na 

From Q h 0.28 to 0.90 GeV we use the Orsay 15 fit (taking p- 0 interference 

into account) to their data on 1 Fr (q2) 1 2: 

I F,(Q2). 12= 
F; M 21’2 

(Mp2-Q2)2 + M; I’; 5 
oi) 

6 5” ’ 
0 

Q 
(6) 

where Q is the total center-of-mass energy and p the pion momentum. For this 

fit the rho mass M 
P 

= 0.7754 GeV, Fp = 0.1496 GeV, Fo= 5.83, and po, the 

pion momentum at the rho mass, is 0.3615 GeV. The cross section for 

+- + - ee-cnr is related to I Fn (Q2) I2 by 

o(e+e-4 a+n-) = - I F,(Q2, I2 l (7) 

Between Q = 0.90 and 1.34 GeV we use the recent Novosibirsk data 16 on 

+- -l-- ee-nn, which are significantly above the p meson tail calculated from 



Eq. (6). Above 1.34 GeV the measurements 17 of 1 Fn I2 are consistent, within 

rather large error bars, with Eq. (6) once again. We use this formula as input 

in this region, but in any case this domain makes a very small contribution to 

T--L V -i- ‘i’r-?‘r”. 
7 

B. e’e-4 27r+2n- 

Between Q = 0.90 and 1.34 GeV we use the recent data from Novosibirsk 16 

along with the Orsay data 18 at 0.91, 0.99, and 1.076 GeV to guide us at the 

lower end. Above 1.34 GeV our input is based on the recent data lg from DC1 

at Orsay, as smoothed by a fit involving both interferring resonance and back- 

gound contributions. 

C. e+e-+ n’n-2n 0 

Again we use the Novosibirsk data16 for this channel up to 1.34 GeV, with 

earlier Orsay results 18 used to pin down the threshold behavior (0.9 to N 1.0 GeV). 

Above 1.34 GeV, we turn to the DC1 data” on the sum of 7r+7r-27r”, 2n+27r -2n O, 

and 7r+r -4~ ‘. These join on well to the n+n-2n” Novosibirsk data 16 at the 

lower end. 

+ D. e e+6n 

As just noted, the six pion channels involving 7~‘~s are taken into account 

along with r+n-2n” from using the DC1 data above 1.34 GeV. Direct measure- 

ments2’ of e+e--+ 3n+3~ -, as well as diffractive photoproduction, 21 show an 

effective threshold near 2 GeV. 

The input cross sections are summarized in Tables I and II. 
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We estimate the total error in our calculation due to statistical and systema- 

tic errors in the input data to be about f 12%. The largest part of this comes 

from the ‘IT+T- channel below 900 MeV, and is calculated from the statistical 

errors stated by the Orsay group on the parameters in Eq. (6) combined with 

their estimates of the systematic errors. 15 That the errors due to the ~‘71~ 

data dominate the total error is not because the intrinsic statistical or systematic 

errors in that experiment are particularly large-just that the bulk of the answer 

comes from that source. Although we have assigned large systematic errors to 

the multipion data at higher energies, they do not make an important contribution 

to the overall errors because the magnitude of the multipion contributions is not 

large and we have added the errors from different channels and energy regions 

in quadrature. 

It is convenient to state our results for l?(T - Y7 + (2n pions)) in terms of its 

magnitude relative to that for I’(T--+ vr + e-Fe). For a T mass of 1.9 GeV and 

massless v 7, we find a value for this ratio of 1.69. We expect a value of 

1.5 cos2ec = 1.43 on the basis of the naive model where T -4 VT + (2n pions)- 

iS due to T - 7 -t zd, with light ‘;; and d quarks coming in three colors. 22 v Our 

calculated value is within 20% of this naive result and is even closer to the 

result obtained with the logarithmic correction due to asymptotic freedom. 23 

The contributions to the total result of 1.69 come from individual channels as 

follows: 1.12 from A+?T-, 0.22 from 2ni2r-, and 0.35 from 7r’7r-2~’ (plus the 

six pion channels involving 7r Of s). 

The variation in r(~ -+ v,. I- (2n pions)-)/I’(7 -- vT + e-Fe) with MT is 

shown in Fig. 1 (mv = 0). There is relatively little variation with MT as long 
7 

as it is in the 1.5 to 2 GeV range. 
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Similarly, the decay width for non-zero values of my (with MT fixed at 

1.9 GeV) is shown in Fig. 2. Here r(T-d vT + e-Fe) is cimputed from Eq. (2) 

with my # 0. Only when the neutrino mass exceeds about 600 MeV does one 
7 

see a fairly sizeable variation in the ratio r(T-- vT + (2n pions)-)/r(.r-d vT+ e-Fe). 

Employing an integrated version of Eq. (5), we can calculate the ratio 

r(T=-- v7 + 7&7h”)/r(T-+ vT t- 7r-37r”). For a nominal 7 mass Of 1.9 GeV 

and a massless rneutrino this ratio is 4.18, if we assume that in our input data 

the six pion contribution is negligible compared to that from n’tn-2~‘. In other 

_ words, under the same assumption N 8 1% of T decays involving four pions have ! 

/ three charged prongs. Since r(T-- vT + (4n)-)/I’(T--+ VT+ e-ve) is M 0.57, 

we conclude that r(T-+ yT + a+2r-n”)/I’( 7-4 VT + e-Fe) = 0.46. 

IV. Discussion 

Using data from electron-positron annihilation, we have calculated the decay 

rate for 7 - v 7 -t (2n pions)- which proceeds through the hadronic vector weak 

current. There is in addition to what we have calculated a small contribution to 

T decays coming from the strangeness changing vector current. This contri- 

bution is proportional to sin2Bc and is likely dominated by the K* (890) in the 

same way that the p dominates the strangeness non-changing contribution. 

Assuming I( T--+ vT + K*-) = tan28CI’(r-d vT + p-), we estimate 

r(T - VT -k K*-)/I?(7 - VT + e-Fe) = 0.05. 

So, the sum of the T decay widths to vT + e-Fe, vT + 1u-r , vT + (2n pions)-, 
P 

and vT + K*(890)-is (1+ 0.98 t- 1.69 -t o.os)r(T--- v7 + e-Fe) = 

3.72 r(T---C vT + e-Fe). This is a lower bound on the total width, and hence 

we have an upper bound ‘on the branching ratio into vT + e-Fe: 
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BR(T--+ v7 + e-Fe) 5 & = 0.27 . . 

While this bound applies for M = 1.9 GeV and m 
7 V 

= 0, the results of the last 
7 

section show that it is not sensitive to variations in these masses by several 

hundred MeV. 

The experimental measurements’ of BR(T-+ vT + e-Fe) are all smaller 

than our bound and typically less than about 0.2. Most measurements lie in the 

range 0.15 to 0.20. Since the bound would be saturated if the only T decays were 

- into v7 + e-v e, vT + P-F- and vT + hadrons through the hadronic vector weak 

current, we conclude that there must exist other decays. Of course, one does 

expect decays into vT + hadrons through the hadronic axial-vector weak current. 

Using our calculation for the vector current contribution we compute that the 

width for T - vT -t (hadrons)- arising from the axial-vector current is 2.95, 2.16 

and 1.28 times r(Tme vT + e-Fe) for values of the 7---r vT + e-c branching ratio 

of 0.15, 0.17, and 0.20, respectively. 

Part of these decays through the axial-vector current can be calculated 

from known quantities: r(T-+ vT n-) and r(T-d vTK-) just involve the addi- 

tional knowledge of the pion and kaon decay constants. For MT = 1.9 GeV and 

m 
V 

= 0, one finds 
7 

r(T---r VT 7r-) 

r(T - VTe-~e) 

= 0.54 , 

and 
r(T - VTf) 

= 0.03. 
r(T---L vTe-re) 
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However attempts to find the decay T - - vT T - have so far been unsuccessful, 

with some indication4 that the predicted rate is too large to be compatible with 

the experimental lack of ebservation. 

In any case, even if the vT 7r- and vTK- decays occur at the predicted rate, 

we have seen that the total width for 7-4 vT + (hadrons)- proceeding through 

the axial-vector current is much larger. There must be decays through the 

axial-vector current other than vT7r- and vTK-. Specifically, taking our cal- 

culation of the vector current decays and those through the axial-vector current 

involving only a 7~ - or K- , we still have 2.38, 1.59, and 0.71 times 

r(T - vT + e-Fe) for the decay widths 7-4 v7 + (hadrons # n -, K-) through the 

axial-vector weak current when BR(T-- v7 + e-Fe) is 0.15, 0.17, and 0.20, 

respectively. 

Recently there have been preliminary reports 8,9,24 of the decay 

7-e vTAl+ vT (37r)- at roughly the level we are deducing here. 25 Establishing 

this and the other semi-hadronic modes of the T are important; for, if 

T-4 VT(37$-, T--- VT r-, and the decays through the vector current do not all 

occur at the rates discussed above, then the weak current involved in T decays 

is not the one responsible for all other weak decays observed until now. 
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TABLE I 

Q(GeV) (A) (B) (C) 

0.91 133 0.0 0.0 
0.93 115 0.0 0.0 
0.95 90.3 0.0 2.0 
0.97 68.9 0.0 4.0 
0.99 58.7 1.0 6.0 
1.01 62.3 1.5 8.0 
1.03 49.3 2.0 10.0 
1.05 40.6 3.9 7.6 
1.07 40.9 3.0 25.5 
1.09 41.9 7.0 25.7 
1.11 20.0 5.0 18.7 
1.13 32.5 5.2 35.1 
1.15 37.5 9.6 20.9 
1.17 21.1 10.2 29.8 
1.19 19.0 10.4 22.5 
1.21 21.9 11.7 35.1 
1.23 17.2 12.7 30.1 
1.25 14.2 15.8 37.1 
1.27 10.1 13.6 41.6 
1.29 5.7 17.1 19.4 
1.31 7.6 19.0 22.6 
1.33 4.8 20.0 36.0 

(4 +- a(e e - s+r-)(nb)(Ref. 16). 

(B) q(e+e-- 2a+Zn-)(nb)(Ref. 16, 18). 

(Cl 
+- a(e e - a+a-Zx')(nb)(Ref. 16, 18). 
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TABLE IJ. 

Q(GW (4 (B) 

1.35 23.9 33.7 
1.40 28.8 38.7 
1.45 36.5 44.2 
1.50 45.6 57.3 
1.55 54.0 62.3 
1.60 40.0 64.8 
1.65 34.0 54.7 
1.70 30.9 79.2 
1.75 26.0 62.3 
1.80 19.6 44.2 
1.85 16.8 35.8 
1.90 15.4 33.7 
1.95 14.2 32.5 

(4 a(e+e-+ 2r+2r-)(nb)(Ref. 19). 

(B) 
+- o(e e-7r +- 0 7r 27r , 2n+2lr-2n0, a+n-4a")(nb)(Ref. 19). 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 The ratio ’ %a of the width for T -+ v T 3 (2n pions)-, proceeding 

through the hadronic vector weak current, to that for 7 - vT + e-Fe 

as a function of M 
7’ 

mu = 0. 
7 

Fig. 2 -The dependence of the ratio RV, as in Fig. 1, on my for MT = 1.9 GeV. 
7 

r(T - vT + e-Fe) is computed from Eq. (2) with the appropriate value 

of m 
v l 

7 
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